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Part E 

Mystic Picture of Reference Service 



CHAPTER 1 

11 Purpose-Complex of Library 
A library is a social institution. It is a multi-purpose social 

institution. Some of the many purposes in its purpose-comp1ex are : 
I To serve as sacial memory; and for this purpose, 
2 To assemble, organise, preserve, socialise, and serve all ex- 

pressed tbaught embodied as manuscripts, books, periodicals, their 
constituent documents, however minute, and every other similar 
document produced as a means for crrmmunication; and by this 
means, 

3 To help in the transmission of the knowledge of the earlier 
generations to the later ones ; and by this means, 

4 To help in the cumulation and the further building up of 
knowledge from to generation; and in a similar way, 

5 To help in the contemporary development of knowledge 
without any wastage in h e  building of knowledge, by the unintended 
and purposeless repetition of effort and the consequent wastage 
in the research-potential of humanity; and further, 

6 To conserve the research time of humanity by the separation of 
literature-search from positive research; and also 

7 To help in the perpetual self-education of one and dl; and 
further, 

8 To collect together all available recorded infomation -- partic- 
ularly in the form of reference books, and to socialise and serve 
freely all such information to each according to his needs at the 

- moment; arid by all such means 
9 To increase the economic resources of humanity to the extent 

necessary to maintain the ever -incr easing population, in comfort 
and free from want of any kind; and also 

10 To hdp in the mutually understanding, mutually co-operating, 
and mutually tolerant peaceful GO-existence of individuals, corn- 
munities, and nations ; and further 

11 To help in the elevating, self-dependent icse of leisure with 
the aid of freely served books, pictures, sound records, and other 
similar materials; and also 
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12 To help in increasing the opportunity for the spiritual awaken- 
ing of one and a11 of the members of humanity. 

12 Medium for the AcMevemwt of the Purpose-Complex 
The medium nomally available to a library, for achieving the 

several purposes in its purpose-complex, is the printed document. It 
may be in the form of pictures, diagrams, and record of expression in 
a language. The dominant form is record of expression in a language. 
The record is in the form of phonetic symbols. Each primary symbol 
represents only a phoneme or a primary sound. 

13 Primacy of Literacy 
For the library to phieve its several purposes, through recorded 

medium, the .people should have the capacity to read by reflex 
action the complex of phonetic symbols constituting a document. 
This capacity is literacy, in its elemental sense. The library may, 
as a temporary expedient, achieve some of its purposes by engaging 
literates to read out to illiterates. But, the normd and convenient 
method is to serve literates. The primacy of liteficy in the well-being 
of society is now beyond question. Dandin, a literary critic of me- 
dieval India, clinched this idea in the epigram, 

Literacy is the Cow giving anything wished for. 
*:a: m-WT U I 

1 4  Primacy of the Library 
~ r a ' n t i n ~  universal literacy, what is the next need in the scale af 

primacy? Library giving free service. The nineteenth century 
librarian, Melvil ;Dewey, clinched t h i s  idea by a pun on "A L A". 
It is the initionym of the "American Library Association". Dewey 
oEciated at the foundation of that Association. It was in 1876. 
At that time, he punned on its initionym, expanding it into "Ask 
Library Anything". 

1 5 Oversimplification 
But the epigram of Dandin and the pun of Dewey, however 

picturesque, were oversimplifications. Literacy may be necessary. 
But it is not suf6cient. By itself, no phoneme has normally any 
semantic dgnXwance. An intelligible combination and permutation 
of phonemes alone can convey a concept. To convey a complex of 
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ideas-and this alone counts-a combination of words into 
sentences, a combination of sentences into paragraphs, and a com- 
bination of paragraphs into a whole piece of composition are 
necessary. Reading a document is not by itself equivalent to absorb- 
ing its thought-content, Over and above this, documexlts-qm 
documents--create diiliculties of their own, This has been illustrat- 
ed in chapters 3 to 7 of part D. It will be further illustrated in past H. 
Again the organisation of the documents in a libxary and the urgani- 
sation of the library itself create -era1 additional diEcu1ties of 
their own. This bas been shown in part C. 

16 Too Maay Factors 
Thus, the. number of factors causing difficulties and the number of 

difficulties themselves, standing in the way of the full benefit flowing 
from a library to one and an, are too many. The intellect can andysc 
them. It can prescribe the means to get over each diiliculty severally. 
But a combination of several diEculties cannot be got over by t h e  
mere combination of the respective means of getting over each 
component difficulty. This is a familiar experience in life. The 
problem of Three Bodies in dynamical astronomy indicates this. 
So it is in all situations. The library situation is no exception. 

17 Primacy of Persod Help 
The presence of too many difli~ulties makes personal help to 

readers a necessity. A new class of specialists has to be formed to 
pull readers through the complex of dificu1ties. This special class 
of specialists are the reference librarians. A reference librarian 
too cannot do his best by intellectual training alone. No doubt, 
a good intellectual grind is necessary as a start, But, it is not sd5- 
cient to meet all situations. 'Ultimately, it is all, a matter of flair, we 
say. What i s  flair. It is a subconscious solution found for getting over 
difEculties. There is perhaps the help of a dash of intuition. Flair 
is an intensely personal. quality. It has to grow in an individual. 
Some may be borne with it. It transcends analysis with the intellect. 
It transcends , mechanisatisn. It transcends even' standardised 
thinking. The personal help of a reference librarian, with an abund- 
ance of flair, is often necessary to make the library achieve its 
complex of purposes, social and individual. 

18 Entity-Dependent Comprehensh 
In this book, reference service is described intellectdy, It is 
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analysed by intellect. Chapters 3 to 6 of part F and of part J are 
typical of such analysis. Each of them brings out Preparation, 
Service, and Assimilation as the major or first-order clumps resulting 
from the break-dawn made by the analyshg intellect. This is no 
doubt a convenience provided by the atomising intellect. But, in 
reality, it distracts attention from the wholeness of reference service, 
Indeed, reference service is ineffable. I t s  details are inexhaustible. 
Its aroma is indescribable. It is intangible. It is the wholeness 
of the reference work that doe? the work. But its whole picture is 
beyond the intellect. Still more so, it is beyond the senses initiating 
and feeding the work of the intellect. 

181 TESTIMONY OF THE VEDIC MYSTICS 
The Vedic mystics of India used the term 'Comprehender-Depen- 

dant' to denote comprehension mediated by the senses and t he  
intellect. It is 'Kartru-Tantra' in Sanskrit. Comprehender-depend- 
ant comprehension is an artificial construct by the intellect. It is 
only partial. It is not the total comprehension of the entity - that is, 
thing or concept - in its entirety or wholeness. The mystic's com- 
prehension is direct. It is unmediated by the senses or the intellect. 
The Vedic mystics of India used the term 'Entity-Dependant' to 
denote such a direct comprehension of the entity as a whole. It is 
'Vastu-Tantra' in Sanskrit. Entity-dependant comprehension is 
that of the entity in its pristine wholeness. Because of his capacity 
for the direct comprehension of the whole entity, a mystic is called 
a 'Seer'. The term means 'one able to see rightly and fully and not 
partially'. A true poet is a seer or a near-seer. 

182 MYSTIC'S COMMUNICATION 
But the mystic's whole comprehension is not easily communicable 

to an intellectual. For the language, meaningful to an intellectuaI, 
is itself an intellectual construct, It is naturally fitted only to com- 
municate the intellect's partial comprehensions of an entity. At 
best, it can g& only a series of partial comprehensions, even as a 
cinema reel does when viewed in a still state. 

183 TESTIMONY OF A MODERN MYSTIC 
This explains Sri Ramakrishna's saying that the words fail him in 

communicating his whole experience gained in his state of samadhi. 
This is the state in which the senses and the intellect are totally 
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by-passed and pure intuition or mystic vision is in f d  play and 
comprehends entities in themselves as wholes. 

184 TESTIMONY OF A POET 
This explains also the statement of poet Goethe that a divine 

language is necessary to communicate the mystic, and whole experi- 
ence of a poet. 'Divine language' means language other than and 
transcending the ordinary language of intellectual construct, 

185 MEDIUMOFTHE MYSTIC 
Therefore, the words of a poet, a mystic, 01 a seer are charged 

with undertones and avertones. His words are scintillating. Re 
uses analogies, .He uses word-pictures of profound qualities. His 
words, his analogies, and his word-pictures appear to struggle to 
communicate the whole in itself and by itself. Their suggestions 
are endless. They admit of layers and layers of meaning, without 
end. Each ordinary reader is, thereby, enabled to have a peep into 
a layer, just belaw the levd of his unaided intellectual compreherzsion 
sf an entity. 

186 SEMINAL QUALITY 
A truly mystic communication in word-picture stems from fie 

seminal level, At the seminal level, many eatides of the pheno- 
menal level coalesce. In other words, a picture drawn, at the seminai 
level can manifest itsdf in a variety of forms at the surface level. 
It can truly represent and communicate several phenomenal entities. 
Therefore, the same word-picture of a poet, a mystic, or a seer can 
yield a fuller cornprehension of different entities when viewed 
in different subject-contexts. That is why a profound mystic text, 
such as the Vedas, admits of nearly consistent interpretation, as if 
it were at once a text on each of several subjects, such as Library 
Science, Astronomy, Gqology, Anatomy, Music, Psychology, 
Education, History, Political Science, Economics, Sociology, or Law. 
It is not credulousness that reads a variety of cammuaicatians in 
mystic utterances. A variety of mmmunications is inherent in 
my s t i ~  word-pictures. 

187 FULL PICTURE OF RIZI%R~CB S ~ X C B  
It may, therefore, be of value to reproduce here some mystic 

word-pictures, admitting of being taken as if they were word- 
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pictures of reference service-its purpose, its emphasis on personal 
or individual service, the qualities to be developed by a reference 
librarian, his preparation internally within himself, his preparation 
in relation to  documents, his devotion to service without flirting 
with fruits, and above all his geniality and his sharing with readers 
their problems, their struggle, and their ultimate joy of achievement, 
The succeeding chapters of this part make mention of some mystic 
word-pictures admitting of interpretation from the angle of reference 
service. 
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LIGHT FROM 'THE VEDAS 

The reader-guest is supreme to you. 
Give him service with aU attention and in all sincerity. 
Give him service to the entire capacity at your command. 
Give him service in all modesty and in full freedom from any 

touch of prestige or ego. 
Give him service in full -measure lest there should be any offence 

to the Laws of Library Science. 
Acquire the best of knowledge and information for giving him 

~ I L  your service. 
This is the import of some of the passages in the Vedas. These 

passages occur in the Taittir jya-Upanishat [T4]. Their obvious 
context is the exhortation given to a student completing his course 
of formal studies and entering life. But they equally fit in '& an 
exhortation to one practising as a reference librarian. Here are the 
passages in Sanskrit : 



CHAPTER 3 

LIGHT FROM. VALMIKI 

3 I Satisfying Specific Want 
In the Ramayma of Valmiki, there is a word-picture of the 

entertainment of king Visvarnitra and his retinue by sage Vasishta. 
The sage invokes his Cow, She could give him anything wished for, 

O! Potency in perfection! 
Come, come immediately and listen. 
O! Cow giving anything asked for, 
The result of all my penance, 
Shower forth expeditiously unto each 
AIL that each individually wants 
From all the best in the six-fold essence p2]. 

32 Ideal of Reference Service 
The ideal of reference service is pictured here. The coJlection 

In the library should have copies of all the documents created. It: 
should be able to give any information or knowledge sought. 
Its organisation should be perfect. Its potency for service should 
be supreme. It should be easy to select whatever is of the highest 
value, The instant a reader calls, all that can satisfy his specific 
want should be given to him expeditiously, exhaustively, and in 
plenty* 

33 Detailed Picture 
There is another word-picture, in the same work, of the entertain- 

ment of prince Bharata and his retinue by sage Bharadvaja p 4 ] .  
It gives a more detailed picture of the plenty to be provided in a 
library and the variety to be provided in it. It gives also an elaborate 
account of the requisites in a library: A charming setting with 
flower trees and a green Iawn, pleasant rooms, wmfortable seats, 
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sweet mellow composing hum of music, bright genial persons here 
there, and everywhere, offering hospitality to one and all. All ihis 
paints the ideal atmosphere for a library meant to give mental 
treat to all visitors. An interesting detail in the description concerns 
the attention to be paid to the visitors. Some are attended to 
individually. Some others are attended to in groups of seven or 
eight. It a 1  depends on the needs of the various visitors. All this 
points to the ideal to be reached in the  rendering of reference service. 

34 Four-Fold Attributes 
The main theme of the Ramayma is the descent of God as humans 

amidst humans, for cleansing t h e  hearts and minds of the humans 
and establishing peace .and order .in the world. God appears as 
the four sons - of king Dasaratha. The sage Vasishta, the  premier 
and the high priest of the kingdom, names them Rama, Bharata, 
hkshmana, and Satrugna respectively. These names admit. of 
aIIegorical interpretation. 

341 SATRUGNA 
Satrugna denotes the control of the inner enemy-the little ego. 

This little ego is the root of selfishness. It makes one do the least 
and seek the most. It disables one from sailing on the steam of 
one's own conscience. Therefore one under its spell shirks work 
behind the screen. It makes one anything, if at all, to have hel ight  
turned on oneself, Therefore, the little ego should be constantly and 
vigilantly controlled. 

342 L A K S ~ A N A  
Lakshrnana . . denptes service, It is service for its own sake. It is not 

service coupled with flirting with fruits. It is service without expect- 
ing any reward. .Nor does it allow of acceptir?g.even a reward thrust 
on one. Lakshmana had served R m a  'through thick and thin in 
the worst of days. On the turn of good days, Rama offers him the 
position of being his deputy as'king. But, he declines it firmly 
and without any hesitation. 

343 BHARATA 
Bharata denotes patient, silent, persistent bearing of burden. 

In the Rnmayana, he i s  marked out for the temporary task of rescuing 
and cleansing the people of the kingdom from the ills of continued 
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prosperity and afhence. He is asked to bear the burden of the 
state. Though knowing that he will be at the bad of the kingdom 
only during the fourteen years of Rama's exile, he accepts the call. 
He shuns pomp; he does not put on any symbol of royalty. He is 
ideally efficient in administration. The wealth of the state increasa 
ten-fold. But, the moment Rama returns from exile, he steps out 
quietly in full joy. He is reticence incarnate. The poet describes 
him as "deep as the ocean." He talks little.. Satrugna is his constant 
companion. 

Rama denotes geniality, charm, accessibility, helpfulness, and 
modesty par excetleace and competence of the highest order. He 
shuns formality and prestige. He mixes with people freely. He 
puts them at ease by vuh~ntarily opening conversation. And yet, 
he is measured in his talk. He ,is equable in temper. He is equally 
unperturbed by joy and sorrow. He i s  free from attachment to 
anything. And yet he is efficient and thorough in all his work. 
He is liked by all. He is sought by all. Lakshana is his constant 
qornpanian. 

35 Model for Reference Libridan 
A reference librarian has models for himself in this four-fold 

picture painted by Valmiki. He must emulate Bharata in hard 
work sailing on the s t e m  of his awn conscience and. in knowing 
thereby every document in the library, so as -to make the library 
yield ten times more result than it would atberwise, This he must 
do, not for his DWPI private purpose, but fur the goad of others. 
To be able to live such a life, he must emulate Satrugna in continually 
controlling the little ego in him. He should emulate Lakshmana 
inserving readers eEciently and without any eye on reward or praise 
or even a word of  approbation. He should emulate R a m  in genia- 
lity, charm, ease of accessibility, freedom from any sense of prestige, 
equableness of temper; love and respect for readers, willingness to 
share their problems, their diEculties, and the joy coming on them 
with the solution of the problems and, above all, in attaining comp- 
etence of a high order. 



CHAPTER 4 

LIGHT, FROM THE "MOTHERS' OF AUROBINDO 

41 Trinity in Library 
A library is a trinity made up of books, readers, and staff-partic- 

ularly the reference staff. We have a library only at the moments 
of all the thee factors standing integrated. The reference staff 
are the power mediating between reader and book and stimulating 
integration. 

41 1 ATTENTION TO READER 
While on floor duty the reference librarian should not look up to 

men because of their riches or allow himself to be impressed by 
the show or the power of their influence. His attention to the reader 
should be conditioned not by any of these factors but by the extent 
of effort necessary for effecting contact between reader and book. 

412- SELF-GIVING 
AU stain of egoistic choice, of hankering after personal profit, 

and of self-regarding desire must be extirpated from him while 
effecting contact between reader -and book. There rriust be no 
demand for fruit and no seeking for reward; the only fruit is the 
fulfilment of establishing contact between books and readers; 
the only reward is a constant progession towards the attainment 
of the ideals set up by the Laws of Library Science. The reference 
librarian should allow nothing to creep in to stain the purity of the 
self-giving. His only object in action should be to serve, to fulfil, 
and to become a manifesting instrument of the Divine Sakti in 
her works. There must be no pride of the instrument, novanity, 
no arrogance. The books constitute Plcrmha as Akshara Braltma 
(- scxiptal form of God). The readers constitute Pi-akribi manifest- 
ing itself as Mufiushya Prakriti (= human manifestation of nature). 

42 Cosmic Trinity 
Truly, the part of the reference librarian is not unlike that of  

Sukti in the Trinity, 
1 Purzssha = The Divine Unmanifest ; 
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2 Prakrl'tl= Nature: standing in need of enrichment by Permha; 
a d  

3 Sakri = The Energising Principle activating the descent of 
Purzrska on to Prakriti and the ascent of the latter to the former, 

ThePurmha seeks fulfilment in enlivened Prakriri and the consum- 
mation of the Prakriti consists in realising firusha. The descent of 
Sakti on Prakriti transmutes the latter. The sublimated Prcakrirz' 
reaches out to the Puruha. Scrkti uses- the reference librarian. as 
Instrument. He should value this opportunity. 

He -should strive . to acquire the necessary wisdom, strength, 
harmony, and perfection to function as an iastment of Sakti. 
The aspects of Sakri corresponding to these four attributes are 
Mahes wari, Mahakabi, Mdal~kshmi  and Mahasuraswati according 
to Indian tradition. - The fislEowing description of these four aspects 
of Sak.tE' extracted f m  Sri Aurobindo9s Modher gives an idea of the 
ideal to- be sought by the reference librarian. [AIO] 

43 Maheswari (Widom) 
She is the mighty and wise, one who opens us to the treasure 

house of knowledge. Tranquil is she and wonderful, great and calm 
for ever. Nothing is hidden from her that she chooses to know. 
A strength is in her that meets everything and masters. She deals 
with men according to their nature. Partiality she has none, To 
the wise she gives a greater and more l u h o u s  wisdom; those that 
have vision she admits to her cuunseIs; the ignorant and fuolish 
she kads according to their blindness. In each man she answers 
and handles the different elements of his nature according to their 
need and their urge and the return they call for, puts on hem the 
required pressure and lemes them to their cherished liberty. For 
the  truth of things is her one concern, knowledge her centre of power 
and to build our soul and our nature into the divine Truth her 
mission and her labour. 

44 Mahakali (Strength) 
There is in her an overwhelming intensity, a mighty passion of 

force to achieve, a divine violence rushing to shatter every limit and 
obstacle. She is there fur -swiftness, for the immediately effective 
process, the rapid and direct stroke, the-frontal assault that carries 
everything before it. W e n  she is allowed to intervene in her strength 
then in one moment are broken the obstacles that imubilise it 
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or the enemies that assail the seeker. She is loved and worshipped 
by the great, the strong and the noble; for they feel that her blow 
beat what is rebellious in their material into strength and perfect 
truth, h a m r  straight what is wrong and perverse and expel what 
is impure and defective. But for her what is done in a day might 
have taken centuries. To knowledge she gives a conquering might 
and imparts to the slow and labour after perfection an 
impetus that multiplies the power and shortens the long way. 
It is by grace of her fire and passion and speed if the great achieve- 
ment can be done now rather than hereafter. 

45 Mahdakshi (Harmony) 
She throws the spell of intoxicating sweetness of the Divine; 

grace and cham and tenderness flow out from her like light from 
the sun and wherever she fixes her wonderful gaze and let fail the 
loveliness of her smile, the soul is seized and made captive and 
plunged into the depths of an unfathomable bliss. Magnetic is 
the touch of her hands and their occult and delicate influence 
refines mind. The world's riches are brought together and concerted 
for a supreme order and even the simplest and commonesl. things 
are made wonderful by her intuition of unity and the breath of her 
spirit. 

46 Mahasaraswati (Perfection) 
She is Sakbi's Power of work, and her spirit of perfection and 

order. The youngest of the four, she is the most skilful and nearest 
to physical nature. She presides over the details of organisation and 
execution, relation of parts and effetual combination of forces 
and unfailing exactitude of result and fulfilmefit. The science 
and craft and technique are her province. Always she holds in her 
nature and can give to those whom she has chosen the intimate 
and precise knowledge, the subtlety and patience, the accuracy of 
intuitive mind and conscious hand and discerning eye of the perftxt 
worker. This power is the strong, tireless, the careful and efficient 
classifier. Her action is laborious and minute and often seems to 
our impatience slow and interminable, but it is persistent, integral 
and flawless. For the will in her works is scmpulous, unsleeping and 
indefatigable; leaning over us she notes and touches every little 
detail, finds out every minute defect, gap, twist or incompleteness. 
Nothing is too small or apparently trivial for her attention. In 



 he^ constant and diligent arrangement and re-mgement of things 
her eye is on all needs at once and the way to meet them and her 
intuition knows what is to be chosen and what rejected and success- 
fully determines the right instrument, the right time, the right 
conditions, and the right process. When her work is finished, 
dl is solid, accurate, complete, admirable. She is ready to face an 
eternity of toil if that is needed. Therefore of all the Mother's 
powers she is the most long-suffering with man and his thousand 
imperfections. Kind, smiling, close and helpful, not easily turned 
away or discouraged'. A mother ta our wants, a friend in our diE- 
&ties, a persistent and tranquil counseIlor and mentor chasing 
away with her radiant smile the clouds of gloom, fretfulness and 
depression, reminding always of the ever-present help. 

47 S o w e  of Inspiration 
Such then are the attributes of the four aspmts of Srakti. These 

should inspire the reference librarian in his reference service. This 
inspiration should embrace both his external doings and inner 
adjustment. The inner adjustment is that of self-bisciplirre -and self- 
perfation. It should help him to get illumined howledge, to lost 
himself in universal love and delight, and to wtabIish himself 
in supreme self-mastery and all-mastery. Perfection will come .: 

with the advent of the  feeling of his being an eternal portion of the 
consciousness and force of'Strkti, the being of her Being, the force 
of her Force and the ananda of her Ananda. When this condition 
is entire, knowledge, will, and action will become sure, simple, 
luminous, spontaneous, and flawless, and an outflow from the 
Supreme. 



CHAPTER 5 

LIGHT FROM SANSKRIT 

51 Granthhya 
In ~anskrit, merging is denoted by 'laya'. And 'iilaya' denotes 

perfect merging, integration, at-oqe-meat. It can also mean 
merging to the limit of the achievement of. the purpose sought. 
'Grantha' denotes expressed thought or work. The term for library 
is therefore 'grantha-iilaya', coalesced in to the form 'granthglaya'. 
Semantically, it means the merging of mind and grantha to the limit 
of the achievement of, 

1 Enrichment of memory; 
2 Elevation of emotions; 
3 Stimulation of intellect; 
4 Increase of knowledge; and 
5 Release of intuition. 

It can also mean the total set-up helping such a merging of mind . 
and grantha. 

52 Pusta kaaya 
A derived degenerate meaning of 'iilaya' is the point marking off 

the end of merging-the place of total merging. Moving a little 
further, it means the abode of the entity to be.merged. A place 
cannot be the  abode of mere grantha or expressed thought. Because, 
it is abstract, and place is concrete, To make it abide in a place, 
the expressed thought should be embodied. The physical embodi- 
ment of grantha is denoted by 'pustaka'. It is the Sanskrit equivalent 
of 'book'. Combining it with 'Elaya' in the sense of glace, we get 
'pustakiilaya'. The term denotes 'library' in its Chaucerian sense 
of 'place for keeping books'. (See sec 22 of part B.) 

53 Granthaayi 
'GrantMlayi' denotes a person helping fin the merging of mind 

and grantha to the point of achievement of e n r i ~ h e n t  of memory, 
elevation of emotions, stimulation of intellect, increase of knowledge, 
and release of intuition. To be of efficient help in this, the granthG 



layi has to use many techniques. He should keep continuously 
sharpening them. These include organisation, administration, classi- 
fication, cataloguing, personal help in the choice of granthas pin- 
pointediy, exhaustively, and expeditiously, and service of the 
granthas chosen, Thus, the sanskrit term 'granth8layi' is more 
expressive than the term 'librarian'. 'Library Science' has 'GranthB- 
laya-Sastra' as its equivalent in Sanskrit. 

54 Pustak~ays-Psla 
The term 'pustakiilaya-pala', or 'pustaka-@la,' or 'granthghya- 

pgla', or 'grantha-pala' can at best mean only the protector of books. 
It may also mean the janitor of the library. In 1959, T saw in the 
Lenin Library in Moscow, two sets of persons constantly moving 
in all the parts of the library-the stack-roam, the reading rooms, 
and all the other rooms. They were the security police and the men 
of the fire brigade. Their duty is to protect the books. The term 
'grantha-piila' or any of the others of i t s  set can only denote a security 
man and the man of the fire brigade on duty in the library. They 
are all necessary in a library. But they are not librarians. None 
of them is a granthtilayi They all protect only the abode of granth& 
-the books-and the abode of the books-the library, 

55 Anu-Laya-Seui 
The term to denote -'reference service' is 'mu-laya-seva'. It is a 

truly expressive tern. Its semantic significance is 'service in the 
merging (of works, granthas) in the sense expressed in section 5 1, 
by working with the reader and not on the reader. The prek 
'am' emphasises respect to padcipativeness with the reader. It 
emphasises also full respect to the 'individuating particularities' 
of each reader, as William Blake would put it. It thus expresses 
every elemen<ernphasised in the preceding chapters while describing 
reference. The term to denote reference librarian readily follows. 
It is 'am-lay a-lev?-a truly expressive term. 
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